Background: The advent of "omics" science has brought new perspectives in contemporary biology through the high-throughput analyses of molecular interactions, providing new clues in protein/gene function and in the organization of biological pathways. Biomolecular interaction networks, or graphs, are simple abstract representations where the components of a cell (e.g. proteins, metabolites etc.) are represented by nodes and their interactions are represented by edges. An appropriate visualization of data is crucial for understanding such networks, since pathways are related to functions that occur in specific regions of the cell. The force-directed layout is an important and widely used technique to draw networks according to their topologies. Placing the networks into cellular compartments helps to quickly identify where network elements are located and, more specifically, concentrated. Currently, only a few tools provide the capability of visually organizing networks by cellular compartments. Most of them cannot handle large and dense networks. Even for small networks with hundreds of nodes the available tools are not able to reposition the network while the user is interacting, limiting the visual exploration capability. Results: Here we propose CellNetVis, a web tool to easily display biological networks in a cell diagram employing a constrained force-directed layout algorithm. The tool is freely available and open-source. It was originally designed for networks generated by the Integrated Interactome System and can be used with networks from others databases, like InnateDB. Conclusions: CellNetVis has demonstrated to be applicable for dynamic investigation of complex networks over a consistent representation of a cell on the Web, with capabilities not matched elsewhere.
components can help understand the biological system and its relationship to the distribution of network elements over the cell structure. The position of nodes can unveil, for instance, patterns of relations among different cellular components. Additionally, it is common to query just a subnetwork of an entire interactome, so when users query specific pathways by a list of their units (e.g. gene symbols) they can easily see, by using a proper layout, where these pathways may occur in the cell.
Many tools are available to visualize and explore network models but most of them are not designed to partition networks into a cell structure. Among those are Graphviz [1] , Gephi [2] , Pajek [3] , PEx-Graph [4] , Cystocape [5] and Tulip [6] . They were created for a generic purpose, being applied in problems ranging from social network analysis to biology. Cytoscape is the most popular tool in biology and counts with many plugins for Systems Biology in particular, including two that work with cellular partitions: Cerebral [7] and Mosaic [8] . Other software systems, like Extended LineSets [9] , Entourage [10] , and ReactionFlow [11] , focus on the analysis of pathways and their mechanisms.
Garcia et al. describe an extension to the force-directed layout to place nodes according to their connection and class structure [12] . In their method, the cellular component annotations can define the class structure and approximate nodes of the same class. The approach, however, does not represent cellular components. Other approaches that group nodes in two-dimensional space have been proposed, such as constrained force-directed layout [13] , constrained projections [14] , hierarchical graph placement [15] [16] [17] and others [18] [19] [20] [21] . Despite their good performance even for large networks, the cell structure is not taken into consideration in either of those cases. Also, they are not adapted to display networks in an explicitly full cell diagram.
Only a few tools provide the capability of displaying networks organized by cellular components. Biographer [22] is a web-based tool to edit and render reaction networks. It implements features for visualization based on Systems Biology Graphical Notations (SBGN). The user can manually create shapes of type "compartment" and position nodes inside them. Mosaic [8] is a Cytoscape plugin and can represent a network divided into cellular partitions automatically, duplicating nodes when there is more than one cellular component annotation. It uses force-directed layout, but it does not update the layout when nodes are moved. Also, the display was designed to show small subnetworks. Cerebral [7, 23] , originally designed as a Cytoscape [5] plugin and extended to work with Cytoscape.js, can automatically divide the network into subcellular regions represented by parallel rectangles, one over the other, which is not consistent with the standard graphical representation of a cell. Kojima et al. developed a grid layout that may be applied over a full cell diagram, representing the cellular components properly [24] . The new version, Cell Illustrator Online [25] , is a tool that enables drawing, visualization and modeling of biological pathways. It produces layouts that more closely resemble a consistent cell diagram and displays a network across cellular components. However, that tool is more focused on the mechanisms rather than on the network overview and exploration, the structure is manually defined by the user, and it is neither free nor open-source.
Despite the capability of drawing networks organized by cellular components, Mosaic [8] , Cerebral [7] , CerebralWeb [23] and Cell Illustrator [24] do not provide real-time automatic layout modifications for dynamic exploration. Even for small networks, with hundreds of nodes, these tools cannot reposition the network while the user is interacting, exploring the layout and manually repositioning the nodes. Many biological networks are dense causing the "hairball" problem, what makes the analysis of links, flows and topology difficult. Interactively moving nodes or organelles can increase readability and understanding, clarifying the flow of edges between them and letting the user explore the view to better understand the network dynamics.
We have developed a web tool called CellNetVis that tackles most of the mentioned drawbacks. It is meant for easy and dynamic display and exploration of biological networks over a full cell diagram. It uses an iterative forcedirected algorithm to produce a dynamic layout for the entire network where nodes are positioned into movable cellular components. The input for the tool is a properly annotated network in the XGMML format. The tool displays the network over a standard cell graphical representation showing the main partitions and organelles according to the Gene Ontology (GO) cellular component database [26] . It also provides interactive features such as search, selection, drag and drop of organelles and nodes, as well as the capability of displaying nodes annotation information.
CellNetVis allows certain features, essential to current biological network analysis needs, not provided by other tools, such as, at the same time, being web-based, supporting large networks and providing automatic display of nodes inside their cellular components. Additionally, the particular implementation of the force-directed algorithm provides a balance between processing time and visual understanding of network structure with layout flexible to adapt to user's manipulation. We discuss these issues in contrast with available tools in the section titled Comparison with available tools.
Implementation
CellNetVis was written in Javascript and HTML and is a free and open-source software. It loads networks constructed using the XGMML format [27] . The only requirement is that the network nodes must have an attribute named either "Selected CC" or "Localization", which corresponds to a unique selected cellular component (CC), such as the one generated by the IIS [28] and the InnateDB [29] . As the majority of proteins are described as acting in more than one subcellular compartment in GO, IIS and InnateDB apply a priority filter to assign the most specific cellular component to each protein, which is then used by CellNetVis to position the nodes in the cell diagram. Other strategies for assigning a single cellular component to each node may be adopted as well.
As shown in Table 1 , InnateDB specifies in the XGMML file five possible compartments, while the IIS specifies twenty-one. CellNetVis works with all these 21 compartments. Additionally, the tool supports the retrieval of cellular components for human, mouse and bovine genes from the InnateDB web service. In this case, nodes must have an attribute that identifies the gene or protein ID in the Ensembl [30] , Entrez [31] , InnateDB [29] or UniProt [32] format.
A few decisions guided the construction of the cellular design in CellNetVis. Figure 1 shows an example of a small network displayed over the cell diagram. The cell is drawn aiming to highlight the separation between the main subcellular compartments: extracellular region, cell wall, plasma membrane, cytoplasm, and nucleus. Cell contour lines are drawn using lighter colors as they serve only as a reference. In contrast, network nodes contour lines are displayed with darker colors by default, and if nodes are selected, then the remaining ones are shown with transparency to improve contrast. Regarding the organelles, their contour lines are drawn with less contrast to reduce visual density, since typically these are regions with many edge crossings. The cell diagram is colored using a ColorBrewer [33] "BrBG" diverging scheme, characterized by colors that can be easily differentiated.
If the compartment attribute is annotated with any other value not specified on CellNetVis or is empty, it will be positioned in the cytosol. If a node is also annotated with a "Cellular Component" multivalued attribute, all compartments in the list will be highlighted when the node is selected. For instance, if the protein A is drawn on nucleus (Selected CC) and has "nucleus, cytosol, mitochondrion" annotated in the "Cellular Component" attribute, all these components will be highlighted when the user selects this vertex. The user can also change the value of "Selected CC" during the visualization process. The network is drawn over the cell representation by the force-directed layout adapted from the algorithm implemented in D3 [34] version 3.0 [35] . Our layout has the important advantage over existing tools based on gridlayout of enabling dynamic plotting and interaction with complex networks. We have modified the force-directed layout to constrain the movement of each node to the area of its respective cellular component.
Since the constraints computation in the force-directed layout is computationally expensive, the cell diagram is drawn using only circles, instead of other shapes that are commonly used to create a cell diagram. Complex shapes increase the time to check if each node is in the correct region and, given its current position, recalculate the new position according to the respective component shape. Circles simplify these verifications and position calculations. Another thing that reduces calculations is allowing movement of organelles and their content to extracellular region. The control over the cell structure consistency is left to the user's discretion.
During each iteration of the force-directed algorithm, the position x, y of each node n is updated. How x, y is recalculated depends on the Selected CC (n.cc) of n, as described in the pseudo-code below.
procedure CONSTRAIN(nodes) for each node n in nodes do if n.cc == cytoplasm then if n is out of cytoplasm then pull n to cytoplasm inner-border else if n is inside an organelle O then push n to outer-border of O end if else if n.cc == extracellular then if n is inside cell then push n to cell outer-border end if else if n.cc == p_membrane then if n is in extracellular then pull n to p_membrane inner-border else if n is inside cytoplasm then pull n to p_membrane inner-border end if else % is in an organelle if n is out of n.cc then pull n to inner-border n.cc end if end if end for end procedure 2 and r is the organelle radius. When the node is in the cytosol, the computation is similar, but in the opposite direction (Additional file 1B). When the node is in the cell wall or in the plasma membrane, two constraints are checked since there is an outer limit (cell wall or extracellular regions) and an inner limit (cytoplasm or plasma membrane).
When nodes are constrained to specific cellular regions, edges cross at higher rates in the layout. If the network is large, there will probably be too many nodes in the organelles and forces pulling nodes in the same region of the compartment, resulting in overlap of nodes. This limitation is not a feature of CellNetVis, but a deep problem in graph drawing. To reduce this effect, a new constraint was implemented in CellNetVis. The algorithm identifies whether a node is colliding with another one. If so, the nodes are repositioned. This verification is done after each iteration of the D3 force placement and queries a quad-tree data structure [36] .
A user controlled parameter, named repulsive is used to support overlap reduction procedures. If repulsive is large, layout stability is lower but the visual separation of nodes is faster. If repulsive is small, visual stability is higher, but the nodes need more time to separate. Smaller repulsive values do not guarantee that nodes will not overlap. When a large network is loaded, this procedure is disabled by default. Other parameters of the force-directed algorithm can be configured. For instance, setting the charge of each node to a more negative value will make nodes more separated. All parameters available in CellNetVis are further explained in the Help page.
The user has four additional options to improve the network layout: moving organelles, constraining nodes to a specific position, hiding unfocused nodes (filter function) and turning on edge bundling, that is used to decrease cluttering from crossing edges. Organelles that are not annotated in any node of the network are removed from the view. We integrated the Corneliu Sugar implementation [37] of Force-Directed Edge Bundling [38] in CellNetVis.
Highlighting neighborhoods of selected nodes, displaying labels, calculating network topology measures and the possibility to color nodes according to different attributes were implemented. Counting of nodes per cellular component was also implemented as a donut chart. The cell diagrams can be exported as a bitmap (.PNG) or vector (.SVG) image.
To allow integration with other systems and publication of a network view in the form of a URL, CellNetVis provides a special parameter named "file", which receives the URL of a XGMML file. When this parameter is used, an asynchronous call is executed by CellNetVis and, after the successful download, the file is parsed and processed the same way as a regular input. The external XGMML server provider must have the CORS header ' Access-ControlAllow-Origin' set [39] .
The response time of CellNetVis depends on the time taken for the construction of the network structure by the Javascript code, the SVG rendering time taken by the web browser and, if the URL approach is used to load the XGMML file, the time to download the network. All the computation is done on the client-side, so the time needed to display a network and interact with the system depends only on the user's computer.
Results and discussion
CellNetVis is capable of displaying information related to complex networks, nodes, and edges as well as their relations with cell partitions. Figure 2 shows the CellNetVis interface. To analyze a network in the cell diagram, the user starts by uploading a network as a XGMML file (Fig. 2a) . The network will be loaded in the cell diagram area (Fig. 2g) and the nodes will be distributed inside each subcellular localization according to its annotation. Alternatively, the user may create an URL that specifies the "file" parameter, that is, the CellNetVis URL plus the XGMML file URL. The force-directed algorithm starts automatically when a network is loaded and will resolve the positioning of nodes within each cellular component. It may be interrupted and restarted at any time (Fig. 2d) . Nodes and organelles may be manually positioned along the display. When that is done, the neighboring nodes or nodes inside the moving cellular components will be moved accordingly (Fig. 2g) .
Edge bundling may be applied to the network ( Fig. 2e  and g ). The effect is to group and smooth edges that flow along the same region of the display. Bundling edges typically reduces the visual density of the network layout, providing a clearer view of the relations among groups of nodes.
CellNetVis allows searching for nodes by label (Fig. 2b) . The tool then highlights the nodes matching the search. It is possible to hide unselected nodes using the filter functionality ("Filter" button). This allows users to focus the analysis in a fraction of the network. Node attributes may be displayed by our tool in a tabular fashion that includes a link to the UniProt website whenever the proper accession number is available (Fig. 2i) . Moreover, three network topology measures can be computed and added to each node: degree, betweenness, and clustering coefficient. The colors of the nodes can also be changed by using the drop-down list of nodes attributes (Fig. 2c) .
After loading a network, a donut chart showing the counts and percentages of nodes per cellular component is displayed on the bottom left side of the cell diagram (Fig. 2f) . Such chart may be exported in CSV, SVG and PNG formats. The cellular diagram may be exported as an SVG or PNG file.
The following sections describe two use cases and an additional comparison of CellNetVis against other available tools. In all cases, we used the same desktop computer with the following configuration: Chrome web browser version 56 (64-bit), Ubuntu 16.04 (64-bit), Intel Core i7-2600K 3.4 GHz (launch date: 2011), GeForce GTX 750 Ti, and 8 GB DDR3 RAM.
Use case 1: comparison of GO and HPA subcellular compartments annotations on a Homo sapiens high-throughput network
We used 2097 proteins from the Human Protein Atlas [40] supportive data (Additional file 2) to construct a first neighbors network on IIS. A final large network containing 1942 nodes and 17498 links was then exported from IIS to CellNetVis to test the program capacity of handling large networks for a proper visualization and analysis (Fig. 3a) . Organelles were manually moved to improve the layout (Fig. 3b) and edge bundling was turned on (Fig. 3c) . With these steps, the existence of edges and their frequency between cellular compartments became clearer. As expected, by comparing the donut chart information to the HPA data, the GO annotations ranking by the percentage of nodes distributed in each cellular component was similar to the HPA annotations ranking, particularly concerning the top (nucleus followed by cytoplasm, including cytoskeleton and cytosolic proteins) and bottom (microtubule organizing center) terms of the ranking (Additional file 3). This network is available through the CellNetVis Help page, and can be downloaded and uploaded or directly visualized at CellNetVis.
Besides being useful to connect the network to information regarding subcellular compartments, CellNetVis is also useful to analyze their interactions and pathways by setting node colors according to, e.g., the GO biological processes or KEGG [41] pathways, or by highlighting only the nodes annotated for a particular process/pathway, such as the MAPK signaling pathway (Additional file 4) depicted in Fig. 3d .
From the 257 proteins annotated as involved in the MAPK signaling pathway in the KEGG database (Additional file 4), only a fraction of them was found in the HPA network. Filtering enables this fraction of nodes to be visualized as a separate network, so that the user can more accurately analyze only the interactions pertinent to this specific pathway (Fig. 3e) . The force-directed algorithm may be restarted, and the layout computed considering only visible nodes.
CellNetVis handled 1942 nodes and 17498 edges, although still showing the hairball effect that most nodelink approaches have. Despite the clutter, the user can see the distribution of nodes and edges in cellular components and has an overview of the network. Edge bundling also helps in the overview phase. The filtering function is important in exploration, as it allows the user to focus on areas and edges of interest while hiding everything else. The force-directed layout affects only visible nodes and the filtering function can be turned off at any time. Further techniques to change the visualization approach and reduce the hairball problem, e.g. Nodetrix [42] and Power Graphs [43] , are scope for future work.
One limitation of CellNetVis is clear in this use case: although the system response was fast, the edge bundling took six minutes to complete and the non-overlap functionality (repulsive force guided by repulsive value) had to be disabled. One alternative to the non-overlap functionality is to set a higher negative charge to nodes, which also has the effect of separating them. In our tests, Firefox browser loaded and showed the network three times faster than Chrome. Despite the good loading time, the system response on Chrome was much better than on Firefox. We tested the system response changing the network sizes (number of nodes and edges). According to our analysis, CellNetVis has a smaller and more stable response time on Chrome compared to Firefox (Additional file 5).
Use case 2: visualization of the Homo sapiens MAPK signaling pathway organized in cellular compartments
We used 257 proteins from the human MAPK signaling pathway in the KEGG database (Additional file 4) to construct a first neighbors network on IIS. A final small network containing 227 nodes and 948 links was then exported from IIS to CellNetVis (Fig. 4a) . This file is also available on CellNetVis Help page to be downloaded and then uploaded or directly visualized at CellNetVis. Every time the user loads a different network, only the organelles corresponding to the GO cellular components annotations of that network are loaded in the cell diagram. Therefore, differently from the previously applied filter step on a larger network (Fig. 3e) , only the organelles annotated for the MAPK signaling pathway proteins are shown in this case. Due to the size of the network, the The nodes' colors were set to be displayed according to the "Selected CC" attribute. The MAP2K2 node was selected to show its attributes, as an example, on the table on the right side of the diagram. b Some organelles were moved and the force-directed algorithm was stopped. c Edge bundling was computed and displayed. d Proteins annotated to the human MAPK signaling pathway from KEGG database were searched in the network using the Find button and are shown as highlighted nodes. e Only the previously highlighted nodes corresponding to proteins annotated to the human MAPK signaling pathway are visible Fig. 4 CellNetVis interface showing the human MAPK signaling pathway distributed in a cell diagram. a Visualization of the first neighbors network queried from IIS platform using 257 proteins annotated to the human MAPK signaling pathway from KEGG database as input. The nodes' colors were set to be displayed according to the "Selected CC" attribute. The attributes of MAP3K6 are shown on the table on the right side of the diagram. b The nodes' colors were set to be displayed according to the "[degree]" attribute. The force-directed algorithm was stopped. c Edge bundling wa computed and displayed. d The node with the darkest color, EGFR, was selected. The highlighted nodes correspond to the EGFR's first neighbors, after EGFR's node selection. e Only highlighted nodes are visible and force-directed layout was restarted. Organelles were moved to improve the layout system response was good both on Chrome and Firefox, with Chrome still showing a larger speed.
The nodes were colored by their degree, in order to show the hubs (nodes with the highest connectivity), representing the proteins responsible for the major signal integration and transduction in the pathway (Fig. 4b) . Edge bundling was applied for a better visualization of the main paths of signal flow in the network (Fig. 4c) . From this analysis, we observe that the main paths occur between the extracellular region and plasma membrane, between the plasma membrane and mitochondrion, endoplasmic reticulum, endosome, centrosome or nucleus, and between the cytosol and the previously mentioned organelles. We can also observe that the hubs (dark red) are mainly located in the extracellular region, plasma membrane, and mitochondrion.
By clicking on the node with the darkest color (the highest degree), its label appears (EGFR), the table is updated to show EGFR node attributes on the right side of the diagram, and only the first neighbors of EGFR are highlighted in the network (Fig. 4d) . This analysis showed that EGFR interacts with proteins on the extracellular region, plasma membrane, cytosol, mitochondrion, endosome, and nucleus. By looking at the "Cellular Component (GO)" line on the nodes attributes table, we observe that EGFR is not annotated to localize at mitochondria. This suggests that EGFR may interact with those mitochondrial proteins at other subcellular compartments where they also exist, such as the case of MAPK14, which interaction may occur in the cytoplasm or nucleus. In Fig. 4e , organelles were moved and the force-directed layout restarted to create a layout that focuses on the subnetwork topology instead of on concentration and flow of interactions through the cell compartments.
Comparison with available tools
A comparison was performed between the force-directed layout of CellNetVis, the multiple force-directed layout of Mosaic [8] plugin, and the grid layout of Cerebral [7] plugin and CerebralWeb [23] . Although Cell Illustrator Online (CIO) [25] is capable of showing networks inside a cell diagram, the modeling and cell diagram must be manually set up, the tool focuses on the molecular mechanisms and is not freely available, thus, it was not considered in the comparison.
Our focus is freely available systems that can automatically partition the network into a cellular diagram and display a simple and interactive overview in a fast and easy way. Although Cerebral and CerebralWeb do not display a cell diagram, they can automatically separate the network into partitions. Also, CerebralWeb is freely available and can be integrated into web systems. Mosaic is not web-based, but it can automatically place nodes over a cell diagram, therefore it was also considered in the comparison. The main characteristics in contrast with CellNetVis are detailed in Table 2 .
Mosaic is a Cytoscape (desktop) plugin which partitions a network into subnetworks based on GO Biological Process annotation. Each subnetwork is shown in a different cellular diagram. If a node has more than one value to this attribute, the node is duplicated. Since the tool uses the force-directed algorithm to place nodes, the layout is similar to CellNetVis. However, the system was designed to load the small subnetworks created based on nodes annotations. Overlap of nodes is very common even for small networks. We could not replicate the results described in [8] using Mosaic since it is out of date and could not download its required databases. Therefore we decided to create an analysis based on the Yeast example network available at Mosaic web page [44] . We created a new annotated network (642 nodes and 7785 edges) with all interactions, found by the IIS, between all the listed genes from the Yeast example. Then, we visualized on CellNetVis the network (Additional file 6A and B) and subnetworks created by filtering the biological process annotations: 'regulation of transcription' , 'metabolic process' , 'golgi to vacuole transport' , and 'intracellular protein transport' (Additional file 6C, D, E and F, respectively). Using as basis the figures [45] [46] [47] displayed on Mosaic web page, section Navigating the results, CellNetVis performed better, since nodes did not overlap on any of the displayed subnetworks and their topology was clear.
Regarding the Cerebral plugin and CerebralWeb, the network layout algorithm is modeled after hand-drawn pathway diagrams, where nodes are restricted to a regular lattice grid that provides room for labels and eliminates overlapping nodes [7] . The main difference to CellNetVis is the use of a grid layout to position nodes on horizontal layers, one over the other, so as to resemble subcellular compartments. However, the use of horizontal layers for this purpose restricts cell layers to the five major subcellular compartments, which are positioned by Cerebral from top to bottom in the following order: extracellular, cell surface, plasma membrane, cytoplasm, and nucleus. For instance, the majority of organelles, which are naturally localized in the cytoplasm, cannot be drawn inside the cytoplasm layer in Cerebral, only as horizontal layers on the top, bottom or between the other ones (e.g. below nucleus, as default), which is not consistent with an appropriate cellular view (Additional file 7). The same happens in the web-based version of the system.
Comparing the loading and drawing times for a large network composed of 1942 nodes, Cerebral took about 4 min, while CellNetVis took half the time to load the network file, to check for duplicate nodes and edges, to create the data structure, to start the force-directed layout, and nearly stabilize the force system and to display a consistent layout of the network topology. For a small network composed of 227 nodes, Cerebral took 10 s, while CellNetVis took approximately 1 s.
To compare the layout created by CerebralWeb and CellNetVis we created the displays for the networks from Use Case 1 (Additional file 7A vs. Fig. 3a) and Use Case 2 (Additional file 7B vs. Fig. 4a) . In both cases, CerebralWeb was not capable of clearly representing the density of interaction between compartments as CellNetVis does. For instance, in Fig. 3a we can see that there are more interactions between mitochondrion and nucleus than between endoplasmic reticulum and nucleus; in CerebralWeb it is not possible to see this pattern (Additional file 7B). Moving the organelles on CellNetVis also allows the user to check this type of information. Considering the overview of the network on CerebralWeb (Additional file 7B), the only information we can visually identify in the diagram is the distribution of nodes over the compartments. This information can be more easily identified in CellNetVis through the distribution chart (Fig. 2f) . Thus the overview created by CellNetVis is more informative than the one created by CerebralWeb. In contrast to Cerebral, CerebralWeb can draw large networks fast, but the layout is not as good as the layout computed by the Cerebral plugin (Additional file 7A and C). We integrated CerebralWeb to CellNetVis system, which can be accessed through the "More options" top-menu item after loading a network. Both CerebralWeb and CellNetVis layout were displayed almost instantly after loading the network file from Use Case 2.
Another advantage of CellNetVis concerns the highlight and filtering of nodes or pathways in a complex network. As shown in Fig. 3a , when a network is large there are many nodes overlapping. CellNetVis allows the user to filter nodes based on a search query. These filtered nodes can be automatically repositioned. This functionality and interactivity improves the network display and exploration and is not possible in Cerebral, where the layout is pre-calculated. Cerebral only allows the highlight of neighbors for a selected node and is able to recalculate the layout as a second drawing step, but only considering all the nodes. The web version needs to be programmed to be used with these features, despite being implemented as a module of the CerebralWeb Javascript library.
One fact that could be considered a limitation of CellNetVis appears in Fig. 3a , where nodes overlap at a high rate due to network size. However, the overlap of nodes is what allows the density of edges between organelles clear supporting the overview task and being more informative than the non-overlap layout created by CerebralWeb algorithm. CellNetVis can show at the overview step the connectivity among compartments (edges densities), the distribution of nodes (chart distribution), and give details according to the user interactions by search, filtering, and selection of nodes. After filtering a large network, for instance, the charges of nodes or repulsive value can be increased to drastically reduce overlapping effect. Considering the critical execution time that happens on general web-applications, we could say for both web-based layouts compared in this section, that CellNetVis and CerebralWeb focus on being fast enough to be used with considerably large networks. CellNetVis lets nodes overlap at a high rate when networks are large, but keeps the dynamic aspect of the layout and accentuate the concentration of edges (Fig. 3) , whereas CerebralWeb layout algorithm avoids the overlap of nodes but is not dynamic and hides the overview of the network topology (Additional file 7B).
The positioning algorithm of CellNetVis works well with both small and large networks and supports more directly the visualization pipeline described by Schneiderman [48] : overview, followed by zoom and filter, then details on demand. If a user modifies the position of a node or organelle in the network representation, CellNetVis is able to recalculate the position of the other nodes instantly, while Cerebral and CerebralWeb are not. Moving a node or organelle can highlight certain aspects of the data (Additional file 8A). For instance, if nodes are too close inside the cell, the user can separate nodes to let the topology clear (Additional file 8B). This cannot be accomplished by using CerebralWeb (Additional file 8C) or Cerebral (Additional file 8D). CellNetVis was shown to be a more flexible tool throughout user interaction tasks. Due to characteristics of the layout algorithm, the movement of a node in CellNetVis is not so smooth and precise, but still usable and useful.
Conclusions
CellNetVis is a free and open-source web-based software for displaying biomolecular networks in a cell diagram. It is capable of displaying complex information related to networks, nodes and edges, as well as their relations with cell partitions. While being better suited for small and medium-sized networks, CellNetVis is also capable of handling large networks. In comparison with other algorithms and tools, CellNetVis has shown to be competitive, particularly for a dynamic exploration of complex networks over a consistent representation of a full cell on the Web. CellNetVis is being used by the IIS as its main visualization system. CellNetVis may also be coupled with different annotation softwares using the XGMML format to exchange data, providing an interesting analysis layer.
Availability and requirements

